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EntrEprEnEurSHIp

Entrepreneur Revolution
How to Develop your Entrepreneurial Mindset and 
Start a Business that Works, Revised and Expanded 
2nd Edition
Daniel priestley
Previous Edition Licensed in Czech, Turkish

We are living in revolutionary times; times with an impact as significant and far-reaching 
as the previous Industrial revolution was to the Agricultural Age. technological shifts 
have allowed micro-businesses to compete with large corporations. Small business can 
now have a global footprint, can be structured in low tax environments, move products 
anywhere in the world, and access unprecedented levels of support.

Entrepreneur Revolution means taking the initiative to do something that you love, 
something that you’re good at, and something that will make you money. This 
masterclass in gaining an entrepreneurial mindset will show how to change the way you 
think, the way you network, and the way you make a living.

 � Includes new statistics, activities, case studies, and research

 � Takes a look at how the brain can affect the entrepreneurial mindset

 � Offers new ideas for entrepreneurs starting a new business

This inspiring and practical book shows you how to break free from The Industrial 
Revolution mindset, quit working so hard, follow your dream — and make a fortune 
along the way. 

About the Author

Daniel Priestley is a successful entrepreneur who’s built and sold businesses in several 
countries. He’s co-founder of Entrevo, the Key Person of Influence Accelerator program for 
entrepreneurs and leaders. Daniel is also the co-founder of Dent Global, which provides 
the training and services around the Entrevo program. With offices in London, Sydney, 
Singapore and Tampa, the entrevo program is endorsed by the Institute of Leadership 
and Management. Over 500 entrepreneurs and leaders each year participate globally 
to develop their businesses with the support of high net worth mentors. Daniel is also 
a KPMG ambassador and was named as one of the top 25 entrepreneurs in London 
influencing the business scene (Smith & Williamson Power 100). 
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InnOvAtIOn

The Design Thinking Playbook
Mindful Digital Transformation of Teams,  
Products, Services, Businesses and Ecosystems 
Michael Lewrick, Patrick Link & Larry Leifer

the Design Thinking Playbook is an actionable guide to the future of business. By stepping 
back and questioning the current mindset, the faults of the status quo stand out in 
stark relief — and this guide gives you the tools and frameworks you need to kick off a 
digital transformation. Design Thinking is about approaching things differently with a 
strong user orientation and fast iterations with multidisciplinary teams to solve wicked 
problems. It is equally applicable to (re-)design products, services, processes, business 
models, and ecosystems. It inspires radical innovation as a matter of course, and ignites 
capabilities beyond mere potential. Unmatched as a source of competitive advantage, 
Design Thinking is the driving force behind those who will lead industries through 
transformations and evolutions.

This book describes how Design Thinking is applied across a variety of industries, 
enriched with other proven approaches as well as the necessary tools, and the 
knowledge to use them effectively. Packed with solutions for common challenges 
including digital transformation, this practical, highly visual discussion shows you how 
Design Thinking fits into agile methods within management, innovation, and startups.

 � Explore the digitized future using new design criteria to create real value for the user

 � Foster radical innovation through an inspiring framework for action

 � Gather the right people to build highly-motivated teams

 � Apply Design Thinking, Systems Thinking, Big Data Analytics, and Lean Start-up using 
new tools and a fresh new perspective

About the Authors

Michael Lewrick is Chief Innovation Officer of Swisscomm, the national phone company 
of Switzerland. 

Patrick Link is a lecturer at the University of Applied Science in Lucerne, Switzerland, 
teaching product management, marketing and collaboration management. 

Larry Leifer is a professor of engineering at Stanford university.
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Leading Clarity
The Breakthrough Strategy to Unleash People,  
Profit, and Performance 
Brad Deutser

Leading Clarity offers a bold proposal that changes the trajectory of your business and 
leadership. Today’s business environment is more complex than at any time with greater 
ambiguity, chaos and uncertainty. Too often, individuals and organizations become 
bogged down with competing priorities and the constant press of daily demands. 
This tangled mass of noise effectively handicaps every facet of business. This book 
provides a proven, time-tested strategy that has brought dynamic results to hundreds 
of organizations of all scope and size. Informed by in-depth research conducted by 
the Deutser team, made up of business strategists, social scientists, organizational 
psychologists, innovation specialists and designers, the framework and methodologies 
presented will align focus and drive organizational performance. 

Leading Clarity takes you beyond understanding the strengths and weaknesses of 
individuals and teams, and guides you through a dynamic process that unveils what 
is most critical and most enduring about your business. Clarity is the key measure of 
unprecedented success and a vital factor in productivity, engagement, and performance. 
Now, Deutser is sharing the secrets of his proven blueprint for creating clarity. With 
these powerful principles and stories of how to put them to work, you too can leverage 
the exponential impact of clarity. 

Learn how clarity can help you:

 � Lead teams and individuals with clear direction and purpose

 � Value inside the box thinking and innovation

Clarity is the dynamic force that aligns and connects the most critical business 
principles. Leading Clarity moves you beyond any preconceived limitations and sets new 
direction, expectation and pathways for success.

About the Author

Brad Deutser is the founder and CEO of Deutser, an award-winning management 
consulting firm that works with leaders to create great companies inside and out — in 
times of transition, growth and crisis.
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The Power of a Positive Team
Proven Principles and Practices that Make Great 
Teams Great 
Jon Gordon
Author’s Previous Titles Licensed in Arabic, Bahasa Indonesian, Bulgarian, Croatian, 
Czech, French, German, Italian, Japanese, Korean, Lithuanian, Orthodox Chinese, 
Persian, Polish, Portuguese, Romanian, Simplified Chinese, Spanish, Thai, Turkish, 
Vietnamese

The Power of a Positive Teams is a powerful handbook for building a better team dynamic. 
Author Jon Gordon brings together the concepts behind his bestselling fables to map 
the link between positivity and success, providing a blueprint for revitalizing your team 
with the power of positivity. Real, actionable guidance reveals the most effective ways to 
infuse your team with positive energy — and it all begins with you. It is critical that you 
model the change you want to see, and create an infectious sort of energy that brings 
out the best in everyone around you. This insightful guide will show you how to lead 
with optimism, enthusiasm, and positive energy to bring your team together at a deeper 
level; you’ll learn how to demonstrate commitment, accountability, and care, and foster 
the depth of communication that builds bridges.

Even seemingly innocuous negativity, such as Monday morning commiserating, can 
infect your team and negatively impact performance. This book shows you how to let the 
sunshine in, and bring everyone into the light to start aiming high and achieving higher.

 � Go beyond communication to truly connect with your team

 � Commit to positivity and build contagious energy

 � Own your mistakes, find strength, have faith, and do better

Positivity is not about constructing a rainbows-and-sunshine veneer — it’s about 
developing the ability to genuinely see the best in any situation, and leveraging silver 
linings into success. It’s about ‘we can’ over ‘we haven’t,’ and about ‘get to’ rather 
than ‘have to.’ It’s a movement based on tangible benefits from a revolutionary 
transformation that doesn’t have to cost a dime. The Power of a Positive Teams gets you 
started on this incredible journey with a real-world framework for making it happen.
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LEADErSHIp  &  MAnAGEMEnt

Attention Pays
How to Drive Profitability, Productivity, and Accountability to Achieve Maximum Results 
neen James

ISBN: 978-1-119-48025-9 � May 2018 � 224pp

To create extraordinary lives, we must learn to ‘unplug’ from the constant barrage of disruptions and ‘plug in’ 
to the tools, strategies, and mindsets that allow us to harness our attention to reach our highest potential — 
and this book shows you how.
Attention Pays spotlights the power of attention and absolute focus. Personally: WHO we pay attention to. 
Professionally: WHAT we pay attention to. Globally: HOW we pay attention in the world — and to the world. In 
a 24/7 society, where distractions cost millions of people productivity, profitability, relationships and peace.
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Extraordinary Influence
How Great Leaders Bring out the Best in Others 
tim Irwin

ISBN: 978-1-119-46442-6 � Apr 2018 � 192pp

Anyone running a company or coaching a team has struggled to find keys to help others excel and realize 
their potential. It is surprising how often we resort to criticism vs. an approach that actually results in a 
better worker. 
What if we could speak Words of Life that transform those under our influence and ignite fires of intrinsic 
motivation? Ultimately, don’t we hope to foster motivation so that the individuals we lead become better 
employees? recent neuroscience discoveries and the wisdom of top CEO’s that Dr. tim Irwin interviewed for 
this book give us the answers we’ve long sought.

Growth Dynamics in New Markets
Improving Decision Making through Model-Based Management
Martin F. G.  Schaffernicht & Stefan N. Groesser

ISBN: 978-1-119-11823-7 � May 2018 � 368pp 

This book contains a dynamic case study and simulations revealing how to successfully introduce a product 
into a new market. Written by experts, the text and companion website include a compelling simulation 
game and a variety of simulation models. Using these, readers are challenged to design and put in place a 
strategy about product introduction and competitive behavior. The simulations build on each other to help 
arrive at a comprehensive understanding of product uptake as well as market development and competitive 
dynamics.
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Leading Complex Projects
A Data-Driven Approach to Mastering the Human Side of Project Management 
Edward W. Merrow

ISBN: 978-1-119-38219-5 � May 2018 � 240pp 

Leading Complex Projects takes a unique approach to post-mortem analysis to provide project managers 
with invaluable insight. For the first time, individual PM characteristics are quantitatively linked to project 
outcomes through a major study investigating the role of project leadership in the success and failure of 
complex industrial projects; hard data on the backgrounds, education, and personality characteristics of 
over 100 directors of complex projects is analyzed against the backdrop of project performance to provide 
insight into controllable determinants of outcomes.
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Uncovering the Life of Your Dreams
An Enlightening Story 
Bruce D. Schneider

ISBN: 978-1-119-46909-4 � Apr 2018 � 256pp 

Scott Billings has a good life, or so it appears. But something is missing. Like many others, he finds himself 
going through the motions, until a unique encounter with a street beggar allows him to see the possibility of 
a new reality; a dream world that is more real than anything he’s ever experienced. It is a world that holds 
the answers to his questions about life… and his destiny. 
Based on the true story of the author’s transformational journey, this book takes you toward a more 
enlightened life filled with abundance, joy, and absolute freedom. 
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MARKETING

Inbound Selling
How to Change the Way You Sell to Match  
How People Buy 
Brian Signorelli

Over the past decade, Inbound Marketing has changed the way companies earn buyers’ 
trust and build their brands — through meaningful, helpful content. But with that 
change comes unprecedented access to information in a few quick keystrokes. Enter the 
age of the empowered buyer, one who no longer has to rely on a sales rep to research 
their challenges or learn more about how a company’s offering might fit their needs. 
Now, with more than 60% of purchasing decisions made in the absence of a sales rep, 
the role of the rep itself has been called into question.

With no end in sight to this trend, sales professionals and the managers who lead them 
must transform both the way they think about selling and how they go about executing 
their sales playbook. Expert author and HubSpot Sales Director, Brian Signorelli has 
viewed the sales paradigm shift from the inside — his unique insights perfectly describe 
the steps sales professionals must take to meet the needs of the empowered customer. 

In this book, readers will learn:

 � How inbound sales grew out of inbound marketing concepts and practices

 � A step-by-step approach for sales professionals to become inbound sellers

 � What it really means to be a frontline sales manager who leads a team of inbound 
sellers

 � The role executive leadership plays in affecting an inbound sales transformation 

Inbound Selling is the complete resource to help your business thrive in the age of the 
empowered buyer.

About the Author

Brian Signorelli is the Director of HubSpot’s Sales Partner Program. Today, as the Director 
of the Sales Partner Program he has an oversight across Sales Partners, as well as their 
customers. In addition, he regularly writes, develops, and presents Inbound Sales content 
design for HubSpot’s marketing agency partners and their customers.
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Objections
The Ultimate Guide for Mastering the Art and 
Science of Getting Past No 
Jeb Blount
Author’s Previous Titles Licensed in Italian, Korean, Polish, Portuguese, Russian, 
Simplified Chinese, Turkish, Vietnamese

There are few one-size-fits-all solutions in sales. Context matters. Complex sales are 
different from one-call closes. B2B is different than B2C. Prospects, territories, products, 
industries, companies, and sales processes are all different. There is little black and 
white in the sales profession.

Except for objections. There is democracy in objections. Every salesperson must endure 
many nOs in order to get to YES. 

For as long as salespeople have been asking buyers to make commitments, buyers 
have been throwing out objections. And, for as long as buyers have been saying no, 
salespeople have yearned for the secrets to getting past those nOs.

Following in the footsteps of his blockbuster bestsellers Fanatical Prospecting and Sales 
EQ, Jeb Blount’s Objections is a comprehensive and contemporary guide that engages 
your heart and mind.

In his signature right-to-the-point style, Jeb pulls no punches and slaps you in the face 
with the cold, hard truth about what’s really holding you back from closing sales and 
reaching your income goals. Then he pulls you in with examples, stories, and lessons 
that teach powerful human-influence frameworks for getting past NO — even with the 
most challenging objections.

As you dive into these powerful insights, and with each new chapter, you’ll gain greater 
and greater confidence in your ability to face and effectively handle objections in any 
selling situation. And, with this new-found confidence, your success and income will soar. 

About the Author

Jeb Blount (Thompson, Georgia; www.salesgravy.com) is the founder and CEO of 
Sales Gravy, a global leader in sales acceleration and customer experience enablement 
solutions. Jeb is recognized as one of the world’s most influential sales and marketing 
leaders by Top Sales Magazine, Forbes, and Selling Power. HubSpot lists him among the 
highest ranked sales authors of all time. 
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OrGAnISAtIOnAL DEvELOpMEnt

Global Best Practices for CSO, NGO, and Other Nonprofit Boards
Lessons From Around the World 
penelope Cagney

ISBN: 978-1-119-42327-0 � May 2018 � 304pp 

There are at least 10 million Civil Society Organizations (CSO)s in the world, each of them with a board 
composed of individuals doing their best to govern well and wisely. There is no single model of governance, 
but are there universal principles and practices that can help boards everywhere perform at the highest 
level. 
This book takes us for a trip around the world to look at what is working for boards. Its discoveries will help 
not only boards, but also nonprofit leaders seeking to assist their boards to optimal performance, and 
capacity-builders looking to strengthen their civil society sector.
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Inbound Organization
How to Build and Strengthen Your Company’s Future Using Inbound Principles 
Dan Tyre & Todd Hockenberry

ISBN: 978-1-119-48245-1 � May 2018 � 256pp

Inbound Organization shows leaders how to build their company’s future around Inbound principles and 
strengthen the structural foundations necessary to deal with the changes in buyer behavior. It explains how 
and why Inbound ideas and how to create a remarkable customer experience belong in the boardrooms 
and on the desks of founders, entrepreneurs, business leaders, and anyone who has a responsibility to lead 
their organizations into the future.

 � Learn how to put ideas into practice today
 � Read about organizations that successfully apply the principles of Inbound
 � Keep your business on course to succeed amidst buyer changes
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SELF  HELp

Kindness
Change Your Life and Make the World a  
Kinder Place 
Gill Hasson
Author’s Previous Titles Licensed in Arabic, Bahasa Indonesian, Czech, Dutch, French, 
Greek, Italian, Korean, Persian, Polish, Portuguese, Simplified Chinese, Spanish, 
Vietnamese

Have you ever helped someone out of instinct, because not helping never even occurred 
to you? Remember how surprised you were at their gratitude? It is easy to feel like 
kindness and gratitude are becoming rare in the world today, but the truth is that it is 
all around you — you just need to learn how to see it. Kindness shows you how to do just 
that, and inspires you to take part with tips, ideas, recommendations and advice. You will 
learn to see yourself and your surroundings in a kinder, happier way.

Kindness is not people-pleasing; people-pleasing comes from a place of anxiety, while 
kindness is borne out of empathy. Kindness expects no reward or recognition, and is just 
as beneficial to the giver as the receiver. Kindness can be a grand gesture, or something 
as simple as a smile. It can be quiet or loud, simple or complex. This book helps you 
internalise the fundamental truth that kindness does not require wealth or possessions, 
or material giving at all — whatever you have to offer is enough, and it may just change 
someone’s life. 

Learn how to:

 � See the silver lining and take care of yourself in difficult times

 � Do and say kind things when you’re not feeling very kindly

 � Sustain the warm feelings that come from helping others

 � Express kindness even when other people are rude or critical

About the Author

Gill Hasson is a careers coach with over 20 years’ experience in the areas of personal & 
career development. She is also a teacher for mental health organisations, and delivers 
training for adult education organizations, voluntary and business organizations and the 
public sector. She is the bestselling author of a number of books on personal wellbeing, 
including Mindfulness and Emotional Intelligence.
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The Little Book of Results
A Quick Guide to Achieving Big Goals
Jamie Smart
Author’s Previous Titles Licensed in Arabic, Italian, Romanian, Swedish, Thai

‘It is easier to complicate than to simplify’ — this book takes up that challenge and aims to 
refine and clarify the theories in the original Results title to produce a more succinct route 
to clarity and better results for the reader — because we all want to see results at home, at 
work and in life!

Using transformational coaching techniques, examples, exercises and metaphors, Jamie 
talks the reader through the three key changes they need to achieve the results they are 
after and inspire others to do the same. Based on the principles of the Clarity Coaching 
Model, the reader will learn how to de-congest their mind to think more clearly, make 
better decisions and improve performance — achieving the 2018 flow’ state attributed 
to the results of top-flight individuals. Clearer thinking removes the stress and anxiety 
from decision making and allows you to focus on your goals. Rather than a step-by-step 
process, the reader is encouraged to form a deep understanding of themselves to awaken 
their inner potential and improve their innate abilities including better listening, deeper 
connections, more motivation and greater innovation and creativity.

About the Author

Jamie Smart is a Sunday Times bestselling author, facilitator and executive coach. He’s 
passionate about showing individuals and organizations the unexpected keys to clarity; 
the ultimate leverage point for creating profound and lasting transformation.

Jamie’s 19 years of consulting experience has seen him working with leaders in 
organisations such as Dun & Bradstreet, The Guardian and Thomson Reuters (formerly 
the Thomson Corporation). He has appeared on Sky TV and on the BBC, as well as in 
numerous publications including The Times, The FT and The Daily Telegraph.
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Supernova Advisor Teams
A Pathway to Excellence 
Curtis C. Brown Jr. & Rob Knapp

ISBN: 978-1-119-47745-7 � May 2018 � 240pp

Vertical teams and horizontal teams can transcend organizational silos and boundaries if properly focused 
and supported. Building collaborative teams can improve the client experience. In Supernova Teams; 
Effective Team Strategies for Financial Advisors, you’ll discover the macro rationale and justification for 
teams, as well as the micro benefits of team formation.

 � Boost your team’s effectiveness
 � Discover different leadership styles
 � Write winning team vision statements
 � Get familiar with communication strategies
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Strive
How Doing Things Most Uncomfortable Leads to Success 
Scott Amyx

ISBN: 978-1-119-38730-5 � Apr 2018 � 224pp

Strive is an unconventional approach to attaining your dreams because it takes what makes you unique and 
turns it to your advantage. Have you been duped by common myths of success? Are you disappointed by the 
constant struggle in life? Scott reveals how only you have the power to change your trajectory. Strive is your 
handbook for getting comfortable with discomfort, embracing and enjoying new challenges, and achieving 
real, lasting success.
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Strategy Beyond the Hockey Stick
People, Probabilities, and Big Moves to Beat the 
Odds 
Chris Bradley, Martin Hirt & Sven Smit

We’ve all seen hockey stick business plans before. A future where results sail confidently 
upward, but with a dip coinciding with next year’s budget. CEOs usually rely on their 
experience and business smarts to figure out which of those hockey sticks are real, and 
which are fake. But all too often getting to a ‘yes,’ competing for resources, and striving 
to claim credit, cloud the hard decisions. Another strategy framework? No thanks, we 
already have plenty of those, and they don’t fix the real problem: the social dynamics in 
your strategy room.

Mining the data from thousands of large companies, the authors open the windows of 
that room, and bring an ‘outside view.’ They found three discrete groups of companies: 
the bottom quintile with massive economic losses; the long, flat, middle 60 percent with 
practically no economic profit; and the top 20 percent to whom all the value accrues.

Some companies do achieve real hockey stick performance: but just 1-in-12 jump from 
the middle tier to the top over a ten year period. This does not happen by magic — there 
is an empirically-backed science to improve your odds of success by capitalizing on your 
endowment, riding the right trends, and most importantly, making a few big moves.

To make these big moves happen, you’re going to have to break through inertia, 
gamesmanship and risk aversion. You’re going to have to mitigate human biases and 
manage group dynamics. Eight practical shifts can help you do this, and unlock bigger, 
bolder, better strategies. 

About the Authors

Chris Bradley is a Partner in Sydney. He leads McKinsey’s Business Strategy service line.

Martin Hirt is a Senior Partner in Greater China. He leads McKinsey’s Global Strategy & 
Corporate Finance practice.

Sven Smit is a Senior Partner in Amsterdam. He leads McKinsey Western Europe.
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StrAtEGY

Optimizing Growth
Predictive and Profitable Strategies to Understand Demand and Outsmart Your Competitors
Jason Green, Mark Henneman & Dimitar Antov

ISBN: 978-1-119-46222-4 � Apr 2018 � 224pp

Optimizing Growth is a handbook for how to succeed in the age of big data. It provides insightful guidance, 
real-world success stories and practical tools to achieve growth in this new era, utilizing big data to achieve 
a deeper understanding of demand, customers, competitors, and opportunity. With disruption around 
every corner, growth now demands innovative new approaches and an improved capacity to meet customer 
needs; by gaining a stronger grasp of demand, businesses can elevate performance from ‘survive’ to ‘thrive.’
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BANKING

An Introduction to Banking
Principles, Strategy and Risk Management, 2nd Edition
Moorad Choudhry

Series: Securities Institute � ISBN: 978-1-119-11589-2 � Mar 2018 � 592pp � Previous Edition: 978-0-470-68725-3
Previous Edition Licensed in Armenian, Simplified Chinese
Author’s Previous Titles Licensed in Japanese, Orthodox Chinese, Simplified Chinese

Introduction to Banking, Second Edition is a comprehensive and jargon-free guide to the banking operation. 
Written at the foundational level, this book provides a broad overview of banking to give you an all-around 
understanding that allows you to put your specialty work into context within the larger picture of your 
organization. With a specific focus on risk components, this second edition covers all key elements with new 
chapters on reputational risk, credit risk, stress testing and customer service, including an updated chapter 
on sustainability. 
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Detonate
Why - And How - Corporations Must Blow Up Best 
Practices (and Bring a Beginner’s Mind) To Survive
Geoff Tuff & Steven Goldbach

Without meaning to, and often with the best of intentions, most organizations 
continually waste precious time and money on processes and activities that don’t 
create value and no longer make sense in today’s business environment. Until now, the 
relatively slow speed of marketplace evolution has allowed wasteful habits to continue 
without consequence. This reality is ending.

Detonate explains how organizations built up bad habits, identifies which ones 
masquerade as ‘best practices,’ and suggests alternatives that can contribute to winning 
in the marketplace. With a focus on optimism and empowerment, it focuses on an 
approach and mindset which are critical to successfully compete in an era characterized 
by profound technological advances and uncertainty. 

 � Core themes challenge how you think about and approach problems

 � Case studies illustrate the challenges you face and how to overcome them

 � Recommendations are pragmatic and steer clear of suggesting a brand-new, 
complicated wiring diagram

 � Actionable advice provides the first steps down an evolutionary path

If you want to compete differently in today’s marketplace and to challenge the things 
your company does which you have a nagging feeling are actually just a waste of time — 
and maybe value-destroying — Detonate gives you what you need to ignite change.

About the Authors

Geoff Tuff is a Principal at Deloitte and a leader of the firm’s Digital Transformation and 
Applied Design practice. In the past, he led Doblin, the firm’s innovation practice, and was 
a Senior Partner at Monitor Group, serving as a member of its global Board of Directors 
before the company was acquired by Deloitte. 

Steven Goldbach is a Principal at Deloitte and he serves as the firm’s Chief Strategy 
Officer. He is also a member of the Deloitte US Executive Leadership Team.
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GEnErAL F InAnCE & InvEStInG

Collateral Management
A Guide to Mitigating Counterparty Risk 
Michael Simmons

Series: Wiley Finance � ISBN: 978-0-470-97350-9 � Aug 2018 � 160pp 

Targeted at middle and back office managers seeking a hands-on explanation of the specifics of collateral 
management, this book offers a thorough treatment of the subject and attends to details such as internal 
record management, daily procedures used in making and receiving collateral calls, and settlement-related 
issues that affect the movements of cash and securities collateral. An expert in financial topics ranging from 
trade lifecycle to operational risk, author Michael Simmons offers readers insight into a field that, so far, is 
struggling to produce enough expertise to meet its high demand.
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Safe Haven
Investing for Financial Storms 
Mark Spitznagel

ISBN: 978-1-119-40179-7 � Jun 2018 � 208pp 

What are safe haven investments? What role do they play in a portfolio? Why are they so difficult and 
counterintuitive to pursue? And, most importantly, how can one build a safer investment portfolio even from 
the worst of financial storms? Hedge fund manager and tail-hedging pioneer Mark Spitznagel answers these 
questions and more, and reveals just what makes one safe haven better than another. Investments covered 
and evaluated include precious metals, commodities, US treasuries, currencies and cryptocurrencies, real 
estate, art, equity strategies, hedge funds, risk parity, CTAs, CDSs, VIX, and tail-hedging.
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Behavioral Finance for Private Banking
From the Art of Advice to the Science of Advice, 2nd Edition
Kremena K. Bachmann, Enrico G. De Giorgi & Thorsten Hens

Series: Wiley Finance � ISBN: 978-1-119-45370-3 � Jun 2018 � 288pp � Previous Edition: 978-0-470-77999-6
Previous Edition Licensed in Polish, Simplified Chinese

Working closely with clients entails deep interpersonal give and take. To be successful, private banking 
professionals must be as well-versed in behavioral psychology as they are in finance; this intersection is the 
heart of behavioral finance, and this book provides essential knowledge that can help you better serve your 
clients’ needs.

 � understand the internal dialogue at work when investment decisions are made
 � Overcome the most common behavioral biases — and watch for your own
 � Learn how fintech and neurofinance impact all aspects of private banking
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The Healthy Workplace Nudge
How Healthy People, Cultures and Buildings Lead to High Performance 
Rex Miller, Phillip Williams & Dr. Michael O’Neill

ISBN: 978-1-119-48012-9 � May 2018 � 272pp 

Organizations and employees now spend an average of $18,000 per year per employee for health costs, a 
61% increase in 10 years. These are direct costs, but the hidden costs of time out of the office, distraction, 
disengagement, and turnover far exceed the direct costs. The Healthy Workplace Nudge explains the findings 
of research on 100 large organizations that have tackled the problems of employee health costs and 
disengagement in four fresh ways:

 � Happiness leads to health and performance
 � Behavioral economics to nudge healthy employee behavior
 � Healthy culture
 � Healthy buildings
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